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GOALS AND STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE
FOR THE CONSERVATION OF MINERALS
ORRIS C. HERFINDAHL*

One facet of the problem of conservation of minerals overshadows all the
others: Are we and each of the generations that will follow us leaving enough
minerals for later use? Most of our discussion will be decoted to this problemwhether a goal for conservation can be formulated, applied, and attained.
The route to consideration of mineral conservation will be indirect, however,
with attention being given first to the more general problem of capital formation. This arises from the fact that the goal of society is certainly not to leave
future generations "enough" minerals simply to insure that they have minerals,
but rather to leave them in a position to enjoy "adequate" incomes. Hence our
primary concern must be with the quantity and composition of capital left to
them with the conservation of minerals constituting a part of this more general
problem.'
It is not necessary, of course, that provision for future generations be governed by the market result of numerous individual decisions on how much saving to undertake over a lifetime. Various devices are available to increase or
decrease our present rate of savings, that is, to change the rate at which we
are forming capital. This could be done without differentiating minerals from
other capital so far as the market process is concerned. Another option is to
change our rate of consumption of some minerals, say by imposing a tax. It is
conceivable that the heritage of technology that will be left to future generations could be altered in such a way as to make adjustment to a changed natural
resource situation somewhat easier. It is conceivable that means for controlling
the rate of population growth could be developed, which, if applied, would
have important consequences for the welfare of future generations. Finally, to
complete the catalog, it is conceivable that we might be able to change consumer preferences of the next and succeeding generations so as to make it
easier for later generations to adapt themselves to the altered natural resource
situation that will be left to them. Our attention will be given to the first two
Resources for the Future, Inc.
I am indebted for helpful comments on an early draft to D. Brooks, I. Fox, A.
Kneese, W. Vogely and others unfortunately too numerous to mention here. Reprinted
from Vol. 57, No. 4 of the Quarterly of the Colorado School of Mines, copyright 1963.
1. "Conservation," or better a "conservative act," is viewed here as an action that
shifts the consumption of a particular commodity or service toward the future. It is
not viewed here as a concept that is applicable to capital formation in general.
The idea of a "shift toward the future" is somewhat imprecise, of course. For a discussion of the difficulties and a particular proposal for quantifying the notion, see
Ciriacy-Wantrup, Resource Conservation (1952), especially Chapter 4 and the
Appendix.
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options-changing the rate of saving or changing the rate of mineral
consumption.
The first step will be to examine some aspects of the process by which the
rate of capital formation is determined in a market system such as that of the
United States. The main question for us is how a market system, which is
moved by the desires and actions of those now living, comes to make any provision at all for the future.
The market system, operating from the preferences of individuals living at
each point in time, is not the only means by which the rate of capital accumulation could be determined, however. One possibility, which has been receiving
renewed attention in recent years, is to adopt a schedule of saving over time
which will maximize the total utility, or satisfaction, enjoyed by all members
of the society no matter when they live. This approach, which evidently seems
to some economists to be a natural extension of the search for a welfare optimum in static problems, is deficient as a guide to the rate of capital formation.
We then go on to ask whether minerals should be conserved without at the
same time increasing the rate of capital formation over that provided by
market forces.

I
PROVISION FOR THE FUTURE BY CAPITAL ACCUMULATION
A. Capital accumulation under a market system
Under a market system, as under any continuing culture, earlier generations leave a legacy for later generations. Knowledge, including technology, is
a part of this legacy. We also leave them a stock of capital goods, and, what
may be most important in the long run, a collection of consumer preferences
which are not, however, a deliberately produced product of the market system.
Our main concern is with the legacy of capital instruments, including mineral
deposits.
The motivations for saving in a market system generally involve only the
individual himself and his immediate family. Only rarely is saving undertaken
with the purpose of leaving future generations better off. Yet the market process as it has operated in the United States and other countries has provided a
substantial amount of capital accumulation and has resulted in a growing
quantity of capital per person. According to Edward F. Denison, the quantity
of capital per person employed grew at the rate of 1.55 per cent per year between 1909 and 1929 and at the rate of 0.56 per cent per year between
1929 and 1957.2 These are far from negligible rates of accumulation, doubling
in 45 and 124 years, respectively. How does a market system, which is individ2. E. F. Denison, The Sources of Economic Growth in the United States and the
Alternatives Before Us 265 (1962).
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ualistically oriented, come to provide a capital stock which has not only been
increasing but increasing relative to population?
I. Composition of capital stock
The first thing to note is that expected future demands and costs will affect
present decisions on the composition of gross capital formation by reason of
their effects on capital values. An anticipated increase of future demand will
increase capital values relative to the cost of producing a capital good and
will increase the production and stock of this good. In the case of mineral
deposits which are not produced but which are known or suspected to exist,
the effect of an expected increase in demand is to raise price of the commodity
and value of the deposit, thus slowing present exploitation and leaving more
deposits for future use.
2. Size of capital stock
Apart from the composition of the capital stock that is left for the future,
the size of the stock is obviously of great importance to later generations. It
depends on the quantity of saving that has been done by earlier generations,
that is, on the amount of capital formation that has taken place. The influences determining the amount of saving in a developing society are extremely
complex, but our attention is confined to those aspects of the savings problem
that seem especially pertinent to conservation.
For the whole society, assuming ultimate ownership of assets by individuals,
the net saving undertaken in a particular year is equal to the sum of the
changes in the net worth of individuals during the year. 3 From the point of
view of the individual, however, the intended change in his net worth in a
particular year depends on his beginning net worth and prospective income
and needs. Or, it might be said that the change in his net worth depends on
beginning net worth and on the stage of life in which he finds himself. Since
income flows and desired expenditure flows do not correspond, the individual
will be accumulating wealth in some periods of his life and drawing on the
accumulation at other times, the most important case being saving for retirement. In addition, it is desirable to have a sufficient net worth to take care of
unexpected adverse changes in income flows or expenditure needs. Others will
save in order to enjoy a higher level of income and expenditure even before
retirement. Some individuals have a driving urge to "get ahead." For them,
3. Some capital is not owned ultimately by individuals and hence is not subject to
individual motives for saving. The final ownership groups in the economy include, for
example, governmental units of all kinds and nonprofit organizations of many types.
Their net assets are small relative to the total, however. See e.g. R. W. Goldsmith,
A Study of Saving in the United States vol. III, at 56 (1955).
The extensive use of the corporate device in the United States may cast some doubt
on the view that savings are at bottom controlled by "household" decisions. Proximately,
corporations do make decisions, of course.
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attainment of a desired position of power and influence in the community will
result in the accumulation of wealth throughout life, with a sizable estate being
passed on to heirs. And, finally, a substantial amount of saving takes place for
the express purpose of building up an estate for immediate heirs.
For the community as a whole, savings in a particular year will depend on
the lifetime savings habits of various classes of individuals in the society, on
the number of individuals in each of these groups, and the stages of life in
which they find themselves. Or, to put it differently, society's savings will
depend on the age distribution of the society-number of dependents, workers,
and retirees--on the level of expenditure desired during retirement, and on
the desired size of estate.
This complex of considerations can easily result in the maintenance or even
increase of a capital stock from which future generations will benefit even
though their welfare is not a consideration in lifetime savings decisions except
for immediate descendants. Suppose that population and the age and income
distributions of society are not changing. Then a typical individual (an average
individual) will have a certain average net worth during his lifetime. The
total stock of capital of society will in this case be equal to this average stock
of capital of the individual times population. If -this average stock remains constant, the total capital stock will also be constant even if the individual's net
worth fluctuates over his lifetime. In particular, his net worth at death may
be zero or positive. 4 But if his lifetime savings are zero, society's stock of capital
will not grow. 5
How can growth of capital take place? One source of capital accumulation
would be a shift in age distribution toward those ages in which capital is being
accumulated. Similarly, an appropriate shift in the occupational or class structure of a society could bring about an increase in savings.
Apart from such changes in composition, the basic requirement for increase
in the stock of capital is that lifetime saving habits change in such a way as to
increase the average stock of capital owned. This requirement can be satisfied
in a number of ways. An increase in saving-dissaving rates, perhaps to increase
provision for retirement, will increase the individual's average net worth. 6 An
increase in the retirement period with maintenance of annual expenditure during retirement will necessitate a larger net worth at retirement and almost
4. Bear in mind that while all capital in our simplified economy is in an estate at
some time, only a small part of capital is in estate at any one time. The value of an
estate is the value of an individual's stock of capital at only one point in his life, and
this value is on the same footing as net worth at other points in time so far as average
lifetime net worth is concerned. For some people, however, the estate itself is a motive
for saving.
5. But lifetime savings of zero are compatible with different levels of average net
worth.
6. Assume, say, that his net worth is always positive.
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inevitably a higher average lifetime net worth. An increase in lifetime income,
an increase which could result from economic progress, might well result in
a higher average lifetime net worth, with a larger net worth at retirement
7
and, at least for part of the population, at death.
Decisions by individual savers are not all of the story, however. The other
side of the process is investment. The investment demand for savings is based
on productivity, just as is the demand for services of other productive agents.
That is, capital can be used to construct concrete capital goods which can in
present circumstances return over their lives not only enough to replace them
but something in addition-the return on capital. The confrontation of the
supply of savings and investment demand takes place in a complex group of
markets whose function it is to bring desired savings and investment to equality
and to determine the composition of investment. The savings decisions of individuals are, of course, influenced by the resulting market rate of return on
investment as are also investment decisions.
The existence of a positive return to investment and the necessity of adapting our actions, whether the result of investment, saving, or consumption decisions, to this positive return may be summarized in a word-discounting. The
discounting of future revenues and costs at the appropriate rate is how one
recognizes and takes into proper account the productivity of investment.
So far as the market is concerned, decisions on the production and use of
minerals are no different from decisions on the production and use of other
capital goods. That is to say, the later the return to a present outlay, the larger
the return must be to be regarded as equivalent to the outlay. Future revenues
and costs are, therefore, discounted, just as they are for any investment involving future returns. In this way the market process is influenced by changes in
the prospective costs of mineral products and by changes in their prospective
demands. There is, consequently, a balancing of benefits against costs, a balancing of benefits to be obtained from consumption in different periods, and a
balancing of outlays made in one period as against another period. All of these
comparisons are based, of course, on estimates of the future made by participants in the process, and all these comparisons are necessarily subjected to the
discount process whereby future values and costs are reduced in order to make
them comparable with present values and costs.
7. For an excellent discussion of the leading attempts to explain consumption (and
therefore savings) behavior in relation to income, including his extensive presentation of the permanent income hypothesis, see M. Friedman, A Theory of the Consumption Function (1957). See also II Proceedings of the Conference on Consumption
and Saving 49, 106-08, Study of Consumer Expenditures, Income and Savings, The
Permanent Income and the "Life Cycle" Hypothesis of Saving Behavior: Comparison
and Tests (Friend & Jones eds., Philadelphia: Wharton School Bus. & Fin. 1960).
Interesting discussions of the relations among saving, lifetime income, and income
and population growth are contained in S. Kuznets, Capital in the American Economy
96-117 (1961) ; and in R. W. Goldsmith, op. cit. supra note 3, vol. I, at 214.
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3. What does the market process maximize?
In discussions of the allocation of productive services, economists are accustomed to speak of the maximization of output in a certain restricted sense,
that is, the attainment of a position in which the lot of no one can be improved
without at the same time having to reduce the incomes of others. If we go beyond the static problem and include within our purview capital and investment,
can it be said, in an analogous way, that economic decisions are directed toward
the maximization of anything? It seems to me that we can say that the economic decisions made by the present decision-making members of society are
directed toward the maximization of the present value of their lifetime income,
that is, to the maximization of the present value of lifetime consumption plus
the desired estate." It should be noted that either leisure must be included in
consumption or else the maximization of consumption plus the estate must be
considered to be subject to an appropriate condition for determining the
amount of leisure that the person enjoys. The welfare of future generations,
except for immediate descendants, plays no direct role in this maximization
process-an obvious fact.
The usual analysis of the static problem of allocation of resources, which
speaks so easily of maximizing the income of society, seems to ignore the fact
of death, the fact of a continually changing identity of the population. 9 The
implicit assumption seems to be either that the present members of society are
immortal (without aging?) or that there is an entity called society whose present worth "we" should maximize. But if individuals are to "count" as individuals and not just as faceless members of a society, the changing identities of
the members of the community prevents any claim that the welfare of future
generations is automatically taken care of in a way analogous to welfare in the
static allocation process of a competitive economic system. The fact that the
future members of society are not represented in present decisions in any direct
way seems to make the problem of the welfare of society over time qualitatively
different from that of a static welfare problem.' 0
8. Assuming no obstacles to the proper functioning of a price system, J. de V.
Graaff, that most thoroughgoing of iconoclasts, maintains that if the system is given the
task of determining the amount and composition of investment, and therefore the
amount and stock of capital, a Pareto optimum reflecting individual tastes can not
be attained. One of the main arguments for this view is that households must know future prices (interst rate, price level, or relative prices) but that these depend on the
unknown savings decisions of other households. Therefore, he says, the rate of saving is unavoidably "political"--the market can not handle it.
While the rules or conditions determining the quantity of money no doubt call for
political determination, once this is done, does the conclusion follow that households
can not gear their savings decisions to correct anticipated prices? Of course, if the
criterion is to be the logical certainty demanded by Graaff, the answer is no (not to
mention other difficulties). See Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Economics ch. VI (1957).
9. One of the exceptions is Graaff, op cit. rupra note 8, at 94ff.
10. Sometimes the emphasis of the market on the present is characterized as time
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To summarize, the market process works well enough, in spite of many imperfections, to make it meaningful to think of maximization of lifetime real
incomes as an objective of economic decisions, but this is something quite different from asserting that the market process will provide a stock of capital
for the use of later generations that is in some sense "ideal," proper, or just.
Such a claim would be premature even if capital markets were perfect.
The actual market process has provided an increase in capital per head even
though savings decisions do not rest on any generalized concern for the welfare of future generations. The process of capital formation does not completely neglect the future, of course, for the fact of a continuing market for
assets insures that future demands and costs are involved in capital formation
decisions in an essential way, albeit at a discount.
Reliance on the market process for determining the rate of capital formation
has one important advantage not yet mentioned, namely, that individuals are
comparatively free to decide how much they wish to save over a lifetime. True,
these decisions are subject to constraints of various sorts, as are all decisions
of consequence, but the contrast with at least some other methods of determining
the rate of capital formation is clear.
B. The Ramsey solution of the accumulation problem
How much capital ought to be left to future generations? How much ought
to be saved by the present generation? One well-known approach to the problem of determining the proper schedule of capital formation over time is that
proposed by Frank Ramsey in the Economic Journal in 1928. In commenting
on this approach, what I regard as a more defensible position on the determination of the proper level of savings will emerge."
preference (for the present). It is doubtful to me that this is a useful concept. It can
not be doubted that individual "needs" or preferences for expenditure are not uniform through time, nor can it be doubted that individual behavior is the result of confronting these needs with the opportunities open for converting income of one year
to income of another year. If this is time preference, its existence can hardly be
doubted. Even Frank Ramsey in his famous article on saving (A Mathematical Theory
of Saving, 38 Economic J. 543, 553 (1928)), agrees with this if we take his language
-the discounting of future sums of money-to mean time preference.
If time preference is supposed to mean something more (or less?) than the above,
the situation is different. Is a "pure" time preference to be defined independently of
preferences for expenditure through time? This hardly seems fruitful, for a generalized preference for the present without a referent for the preference would not appear
to be a useful idea. Ramsey suggests distinguishing the discount of future utilities from
the discounting of future sums of money, but it is not clear how this disposes of the difficulty, for if wants are variable through time (say because of aging), how can we
separate the influences on our behavior of time preference and changes in wants?
11. J. de V. Graaff, who believes that the optimum rate of investment is a chimera,
says, "Few economists since F. P. Ramsey have argued, on the basis of utility theory,
that there is any such thing as the optimum rate of investment." He does note Meade's
attention to this line of thought.
While Graaff's judgment may be correct, depending on the definitions of "few"
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The Ramsey solution to the problem of the proper amount of saving over
time rests on the view that satisfaction, or utility, should be maximized and
that the collection of individuals whose satisfaction is being maximized includes not only those living now but all who will ever live. Further, it is assumed that satisfaction flows only from consumption and that a "unit" of
satisfaction is of equal significance whether enjoyed by you or by someone who
lives in the year 2500-that is, future satisfactions are not to be discounted
at all.
Assuming no technological change and no change in population, 12 an increase
in saving now will mean less consumption now, that is, less total utility per
person now, although the marginal utility of consumption will rise as consumption falls.13 But saving now will increase the stock of capital at the disposal of future generations. Hence their consumption (and total utility per
person) can be higher. The problem is to find that schedule of saving which
will-given the utility and production functions-maximize total over all
time and all individuals.
Ramsey's solution of this problem was remarkably simple, granted that the
solution to be explained to applicable to a comparatively simple version of the
problem. The proper amount of saving in any period of time is determined by
the following equation :14
St" MUt =

UB -Ut

A simple way to reach this result was pointed out to Ramsey by J. M.
Keynes, reasoning somewhat as follows: Suppose in the course of the year we
and "argued," the Ramseyan approach to the problem is far from dead. In Trade and
Welfare-Mathematical Supplement (1955), J. E. Mead has expounded Ramsey's
solution and extended the approach to population. Samuelson and Solow have generalized the Ramsey solution. See Samuelson & Solow, A Complete Capital Model Involving Heterogeneous Capital Goods, 70 Quarterly J. Economics 537 (1956). J. R. Stone
and J. Tinbergen have written on the Ramsey approach with the hope, at least, of using it in practical decisions on the rate of capital formation. See Stone, Misery and
Bliss, 8 Economia Internazionale (1955) ; Tinbergen, The Optimum Rate of Saving, 66
Economic J. 603 (1956) ; Tinbergen, Optimum Savings and Utility Maximization Over
Time, 28 Econometrica 481 (1960) ; J. Tinbergen & H. C. Bos, Mathematical Models of
Economic Growth (1962). S. Chakravarty comments on some of the work to date in his
article, The Existence of an Optimum Savings Program, 30 Econometrica 178 (1962).
Other recent discussions include Sen, On Optimising the Rate of Saving, 71 Economic
J. 479 (1961) ; Black, Optimum Savings Reconsidered, or Ramsey Without Tears, 72
Economic J. 360 (1962).
12. One could as well, or even better, assume a non-aging immortal population.
13. Total utility is the satisfaction from one's entire consumption. Marginal utility is
the rate of change of total utility with respect to consumption, or, as it is often put, it is
the increase in utility resulting from one more unit of consumption.
14. Symbols: St Savings in period t.
MU t Marginal utility of income.
Ub Total utility of income per unit time when "Bliss" is reached.
U t Total utility of income in period t.
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do one day's worth of saving more than we otherwise would have done. At
the end of the year, then, we will have the capital stock in hand on December
31 that we would have had only at the end of January 1 had we riot undertaken an extra day's worth of saving during the year. The same sort of statement can be made for each pair of adjoining days in all of the succeeding
years up to the time when Bliss (zero marginal productivity of capital or zero
marginal utility of consumption) is attained.' 5 Now if we examine the streams
of consumption that would be enjoyed under each of the two situations (under
the original situation we have a certain schedule of saving, and under the other
in the initial year an extra day of saving was undertaken) we have the
following:
Day
Altered schedule:
Original schedule:
Difference (net gain
in consumption)

1
ci
(C:)
(cn-c

2

3

Ca

C4.C-......c

C2

C3

n-3
2

c.

n-2

n-I

n

C. 1
c.C.....
2

cn
c.- 1

(cO)
c,

1

Under the original schedule starting on January 1 of next year there would
have been consumption of ci, on January 2 of c2, and on January 3 of ca, etc.,
up to a consumption of cn which is the Bliss rate of consumption reached on
day n after January 1 and continued thereafter. Under the altered schedule
of saving where in this year we undertake an extra day of saving, on January
I we would now enjoy the consumption that we before were unable to enjoy
until January 2 since the stock of capital formerly available on January 2 would
now be available on January 1. Consumption on the other days follow in order:
Ca, c4, etc., with the Bliss rate cn being reached on day n-1 rather than on n.
If we subtract the original stream of consumption from the altered stream of
consumption, the c2's cancel out, the c3's cancel out, etc., until finally we are
left with the utility of the terms in parentheses, (c,,-ci), as the surplus of
utility for the altered schedule as compared with the original schedule. The
rate of saving in any particular year therefore should be chosen so that the
utility sacrificed because of the saving (which is equal to St" MU,, that is, to
the amount of saving in period t times the marginal utility of consumption in
period t) is equal to the utility gained because of the saving, (UB-Ut), which
is the utility of the consumption increase, cn-cl.
It was Ramsey's idea, based on his intuition of the utility function, that the
15. Meade has suggested that the term "Bliss" is not very apt, for it is a state in
which (a) the marginal productivity of capital is zero but the marginal utility of consumption is positive, or, (b) the marginal utility of consumption is zero but the return
on capital is positive. Consequently, Meade suggests that the state of Bliss might better
be called a state of glut since it is a state in which further accumulation of capital or
goods would do the society no good whatsoever. J.E. Meade, Trade and Welfare 94
(1955).
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rate of saving according to his formula would lead to a considerably greater
rate of saving than if this determination were left to market forces. If I
understand his results correctly, however, this is not a necessary conclusion
for all total utility functions. If the utility that is being maximized depends
only on consumption, his view is necessarily correct-why should anyone save
over his lifetime if his "consumption" is all that matters ?-but it is obvious
that his view of the utility function is not true for all people since some plan
to leave estates and do.
We might say a word about the effect of technological progress on the
proper amount of saving under Ramseyan type reasoning. First of all, it increases the total utility rate that will be enjoyed when the state of capital glut
is reached. This will have the effect of increasing the rate of saving to be
undertaken in any particular period. Secondly, technological progress may
mean that total utility enjoyed in a given period is higher than it would have
been with the same rates of capital formation in earlier periods but with no
technological progress. This has the effect of decreasing the total amount of
saving to be undertaken. The same considerations mean also that marginal
utility in period t probably will be lower than it otherwise would have been.
Since all three quantities that bear on the proper rate of saving are altered, the
net effect is ambiguous at this level of analysis. 16
The simple solution that has just been explained assumes that population
is constant. An increasing population is, however, a complicating factor which
leads to a different and more complex solution unless there is one to one correspondence between the levels of capital stock and population, in which case
Keynes' explanation of advancing incomes by one day is applicable. Ramsey's
comment on the effect of an increasing population is that this increases the
need, for saving by the present generation on the ground that there will be
more people to consume the product of later generations. Meade confines his
analysis to the case of an optimum population-that is, a population of such
a size that, with the given quantity of capital, utility for society will be maximized at a particular moment in time.17 If we can imagine that at each
moment population is adjusted to its optimum level as defined by Meade
16. Meade concludes that since technological progress will improve the lot of future
generations by the mere passage of time even in the absence of capital formation, there
is less call on the present generation to make sacrifices on their behalf. This is true,
but technological progress also raises the total utility that will be enjoyed at the time
when capital glut is reached. This has the effect of increasing the proper rate of saving, a point that was noted by Ramsey in 1928. See J. E. Meade, op. cit. supra note 15,
at 549.
17. Following Meade, Trade and Welfare 96 (1955):
Y Total product of society.
TU Total utility of society.
u Total utility per person.
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(thereby securing one to one correspondence between capital and population),
then the Ramsey solution in the simple case remains the same.
Where do minerals fit in the Ramsey solution of the capital accumulation
problem? The answer is that the use of minerals is determined in the same way
as the use of any capital good. We can say that there are two problems to be
solved. First, there is the problem of the size of the capital stock at each moment
in time on the way to capital glut. Second, there is the problem of the composition of this capital stock. This requires adjustment of the prices of minerals
so that mineral deposits yield the same return on their value as do other capital
goods. The problem does not take on a different complexion simply because a
mineral can be exhausted. If demands are correctly foreseen, on the way to
exhaustion we gradually shift to other minerals or to flow resources and that
is all there is to it.
Since a mineral deposit must yield the same return on its value as do other
capital goods, the price of a unit of metal in the ground must rise through
time at the rate of return on capital. That is, the price must rise between the
time of acquisition of a deposit and the time of exploitation by an amount that
equals the yield that could be had by building a capital good and getting a
yield of r.18 Suppose that the schedule of consumption of the metal through
time was such that the price of the metal in the ground did not increase in this
way but stayed constant. Then it would be possible to consume more metal
now and use the productive services saved by exploiting the deposit to increase
the output of capital goods. In this way a larger product could be had (interest
plus the value of the capital good at the end of the year) than if that unit of
metal had been consumed later. The price of metal as a consequence would be
lowered relative to the price of metal to be consumed at a later time. This
would continue until the anticipated price of metal in the ground would be
expected to rise at the rate of interest. The principle to bear in mind is that the
rate at which a metal is used must be adjusted to the productivity of capital,
and the productivity of capital depends upon the quantity of capital relative
to other productive services and therefore on the quantity of previous savings.
Appraisal of the Ramseyan approach
Now we come to the difficult problem of trying to decide whether the Ramseyan line of thinking is of any use to us. Its main use, I believe, is simply to
mu
p

Marginal utility of income.
Population.

Then, bearing in mind that capital is given: Y =) -g (p), u = f
dTU

r,_

(Pg '(P)-g(p)

-

(

)a

= fl-

.

andTU=pu, so--U-p
f''
--+f
. That is,
maxidp
-I
\2
mum it is necessary that u = mu (average product per person-marginal product per
person).
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clarify the accumulation-conservation problem. It can be seen more clearly that
conservation is simply a part of the more general problem of the rate at which
capital should be accumulated and makes it clear that the choice of criteria by
which the rate of saving is determined is in fact an ethical choice.
Why does the Ramseyan line of thinking turn out to be of such limited
use to us? Perhaps the most important difficulty is the choice of the quantity to
be maximized, namely, total utility (or satisfaction) from consumption over
all time and all people within the society. This maximand seems to have
been accepted by at least some of the writers on the accumulation problem
without critical examination, with the discussion proceeding in what might
be described as an ethical vacuum. The change in policy that is suggested by
some of these analyses-namely, an increase in the rate of saving-would have
a very direct effect on the distribution of consumption between present and
future generations. This amounts to asking a person living now to cut his
consumption in order that, by virtue of the productivity of capital, a number of
people living in the future might enjoy higher rates of consumption than they
would otherwise have had--even though these people would have enjoyed
a higher income than the person living now had he not undertaken this extra
saving. While many of us feel that love for others is a principle of conduct
that we should try constantly to apply in our lives, this principle does not imply
that every possible sacrifice should be made. In the case at hand, to contend
without the most critical examination that sacrifice of present consumption is
justified by the mere fact that those living later will thereby be able to enjoy
a higher rate of consumption strikes me as being an untenable position. The
difficulty with the criterion is that it does not allow per capita income now
as against per capita income in the future to play a role in a way that makes
ethical sense in deciding how far the sacrifice in consumption should be carried. Bounds to the extent of the sacrifice are imposed only by introducing the
idea of a maximum of total utility or, alternatively, the idea of a state of capital
glut in which the marginal productivity of further investment is zero.
A warning that there is something odd about the criterion of maximizing
total utility over all time and all people is contained in the unusual prescriptions that are reached on certain assumptions when the accumulation problem
is analyzed along Ramseyan lines. For example, Meade says, "if welfare
per head in the ultimate state of glut were very much greater than the present
level of welfare per head . .. it might over all generations be worth while
the present generation adopting so austere a policy as to make themselves
positively miserable in the interests of attaining Utopia more quickly for
18. This will be true for all rates of discount (which conceivably could differ from
r), including a zero rate of discount as in the Ramseyan view of the problem.
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their heirs."
In one of the cases examined by Tinbergen
he states,
"it looks promising, at any time, to save 'as much as possible'-i.e., everything
beyond the subsistence level of consumption, because a higher contribution to
'satisfaction' (utility) will be obtained 'later.' But this 'later' is continually
postponed and in fact never occurs." It is to Tinbergen's credit that he puts
his finger on the difficulty involved in this "solution," although he mentions
the difficulty only in passing: "The missing element is some sort of balance
between the consumption levels of consecutive generations."
Suppose, however, that the Ramseyan approach to the accumulation problem
is accepted. We are then confronted by a lack of agreement, to put it mildly,
on even the general outlines of the total utility function that should be used.
The difficulty can be posed by directing our attention to two apparently contradictory streams of thought about consumer satisfaction-or about the nature
of the total utility function if you wish to put it that way. The one stream of
thought runs through much of economic literature; the other arises outside
economics.
The view of a great deal of economic writing seems to be that total utility
continues to increase with increasing consumption (or income if we depart from
the Ramseyan view), perhaps indefinitely or perhaps with an upper bound.
Further, it is commonly held that individuals view the marginal utility of consumption (or income) as declining with increases in consumption or incomealthough for at least some consumers we must now insert a wiggle in the
marginal utility curve, thanks to Friedman-Savage. 21 I think it is fair to say,
although the matter is rarely dealt with explicitly, that the same total utility
function (granted individual differences presumably not connected with income) is viewed as applicable for policy purposes to people in the same
society with widely differing levels of income and ways of life and perhaps
even to people in different societies with different incomes and different
cultures.

22

There is another stream of thought, however, that views these matters in a
rather different way. It is obvious that observers of different cultures with
widely different levels of income seem unable in many cases to detect differences
in the levels of satisfaction or "happiness" enjoyed by members of these different cultures. In more reflective moments, even the members of the given cul19. J. E. Meade, op. cit. supra note 11, at 12.
20. Tinbergen, Optimum Savings and Utility Maximization Over Time, 28 Econometrica 481, 487 (1960).
21. Friedman & Savage, The Utility Analysis of Choices Involving Risk, 56 J. Pol.
Economy 279 (1948), reprinted in American Economic Ass'n, Readings in Price Theory
(Stigler & Boulding eds. 1952).
22. For a contrasting proposal, see Weckstein, Welfare Criteria and Changing
Tastes, 52 Am. Economic Rev. 133 (1962), in which he offers as a substitute a utility
function containing the level of real income and the level of economic aspiration.
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ture are willing to entertain the question of whether Mr. Smith after adaptation to a doubled income will actually enjoy a higher level of satisfaction than
he had before the increase in income.
How can the outside observer and the introspecting individual each be right
in his notion of the behavior of the total utility function? A possible resolution
of the inconsistency is not difficult. Perhaps "satisfaction" or utility does not
depend on the quantity of goods consumed in a way that is the same for all
persons and all places. It may be that utility, or satisfaction, depends on other
variables in addition to the quantity of goods and services actually consumed
in such a way that the maximum level of utility that he can enjoy is the same
for widely differing sets of external circumstances. It may still be true for an
individual with a given cultural history that utility continues to increase as
consumption increases. But it may also be true that the same individual, if we
can imagine his complete adaptation to the other external conditions determining the level of satisfaction, will experience the same level of satisfaction with a
radically different level of consumption while at the same time continuing to
hold that utility increases with respect to consumption, which it no doubt
would so long as the external conditions to which he is adapted remain the
same. 23 At least this is what introspection tells me. I think it must be along
lines somewhat like the above that we reach the conclusion that the level of
satisfaction we are experiencing is perhaps not any higher than that experienced
by our parents or grandparents.
There may well be some imprecise minimum level of income required to provide leisure and opportunity for exploratory behavior sufficient to yield this
"standard" level of satisfaction that comes from living what might be called
a "full life"-for want of a better phrase. But once this minimum has been
reached, and I suspect it is not very high compared with present day income
in this country, further multiplication of goods and services, given adaptation
to a new situation, need not result in a happier life or one that produces more
units of satisfaction, although it is undeniable that more goods and services will
lead to a different kind of life.The level of income required to live a "full life"
not only cannot be sharply defined, obviously, but also is culturally conditioned.
So far as an increase in saving by the present generation is concerned, the
conclusion flowing from the above views is much the same whether we proceed
along Ramseyan lines to maximize total utility for the society over time and
over all individuals or whether some sort of sacrifice principle is used as a
criterion to guide the level of savings. If we proceed along Ramseyan lines we
23. One way to represent the above would be to consider total utility a function of
the individual's income relative to average per capita income. However, if all of the
individuals under consideration were members of the same society at the same point
in time, introduction of average per capita income into the function would make no
essential difference.
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tend to reach the conclusion, at least for a society whose income is above the
minimum level mentioned above, that no additional savings are required because
they will not yield an increase in satisfaction in the future. If we introduce an
ethical criterion to guide our savings decisions, such as that those receiving a
low income shall not be required to sacrifice consumption in order to permit
those receiving higher incomes to receive a still higher income even if total
utility over time will be increased, we reach a similar conclusion- namely,
that the rate of saving does not need to be increased over that now being
24
undertaken.
So far as considerations of satisfaction are concerned, the above view suggests that capital accumulation in larger quantity than that presently being
undertaken may be desirable only if future incomes are so low that they do not
yield the "full life" level of satisfaction. Since it is doubtful that our descendants will be in this position, 25 there is little reason, on grounds of satisfaction,
to deny ourselves now for the purpose of increasing the quantity of goods and
services to be consumed by our descendants. My route to this conclusion, however, is not the Ramseyan route, but starts from the explicit principle that those
with lower incomes shall not be required to sacrifice to permit those with
higher incomes to enjoy still higher incomes.
C. Difficulties common to all approachesto the rate of capital accumulation
The practical problem of determining the proper rate of saving is greatly
complicated by the uncertainty of the results to be expected from an alteration
in the rate of saving. One important source of this uncertainty is technological
progress. Perhaps we are justified in using a crude extrapolative procedure
when considering the effect of technological progress on incomes over the next
few decades, but only a rash person would continue this sort of extrapolation
into the more distant future. Considerably more than technological progress
is involved, of course. What is relevant is not only technological progress, but
all sorts of changing factors that affect the productivity with which productive
services are used. Similarly, population change conceivably could bring to
nought efforts to increase future levels of satisfaction through present increase
of savings. If an increase in the present rate of saving served only to make it
possible for a larger number of people to enjoy an early death, perhaps we
might be pardoned for at least hesitating before deciding that the present rate
of capital accumulation should be increased.
So far, I have been talking as if only one country was involved in this prob24. The above line of thought does not imply that it is improper or undesirable to
emphasize efficiency and economic progress as objectives of economic policy.
25. The main reason why they might possibly have low incomes is bombs, in which
case it seems to me that accumulation of capital in conventional forms and places is unlikely to be of much help to them then.
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lem. But suppose that "we" decide that we are going to try to maximize satisfaction over the years for the consumers of all countries. Now the problem
becomes far more complicated, so much so that alterations in the rate of saving in this country-which is the only rate of saving we can control-could
have only a minor role in improving the welfare of future generations in presently low income countries. Their economic progress requires thoroughgoing
reformation of some aspects of their cultures, but this is not likely to be brought
about simply by an increase in our rate of saving.

II
CONSERVATION OF MINERALS WITHOUT MORE RAPID
ACCUMULATION OF CAPITAL

Up to this point the problem of the rate of use of mineral deposits has been
treated as a part of the more general problem of the rate at which capital
should be accumulated. It was emphasized that however rapidly it was decided
to accumulate capital, minerals should be used so that the rate of return on the
value of the mineral deposit equalled the rate of return on capital. But what
about acting on minerals alone? Suppose it is not feasible to accumulate capital
more or less rapidly than is done through the forces of the market. Should
minerals still be conserved as compared with the market result or not?
There are three questions to be considered: (1) What circumstances would
conceivably justify changing the rate at which mineral deposits are used without changing the rate at which capital is being accumulated?
(2) What are some of the difficulties that would be encountered in trying
to change the rate at which mineral deposits are used?
(3) Does the actual situation warrant a change in the rate of use of mineral
deposits?
In view of our previous insistence that the rate of use of mineral deposits
(and therefore their prices) should be adjusted so that the rate of return on the
value of the mineral deposit is the same as the return on capital, any justification
for trying to change the rate at which minerals are consumed must be along
these lines: First, if the market inaccurately forecasts prices-whether because
of errors in forecasting demands or costs- there is a possible case for intervention. A special instance is a "strategic" defense material. It might be undesirable to "run out" of a material before rivals do. Second, the process by
which the return on the value of a mineral deposit is adjusted to the productivity of capital may work imperfectly. In this case, intervention may be justified. We shall concentrate our attention on the first possible justification
for intervention, inaccurate forecasts of future demand, since it presents the
more important problem.
Suppose that "we"-presumably the government-decide that the market
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is underestimating future demand. The market, for example, may not accurately
visualize the costs of adapting to higher fuel costs rapidly. If we believe this
is the case and wish to conserve minerals, what are some of the problems that
would be encountered?
An obvious difficulty is to gain support for measures that would slow down
mineral consumption, for there is a plausible case for the view of the market
at any time even though it conceivably may be erroneous.
More important, it takes strong measures to make much difference in future
rates of consumption of a mineral, especially if demand is increasing because
of population and income growth. If demand were not growing, restriction of
consumption in the early years by imposition of a tax would extend the period
of consumption much further into the future. But we are in a situation where
there is a possibility for tremendous growth in the demand for minerals, with
the actual outcome depending very importantly on the degree of success enjoyed
by the underdeveloped countries in raising the level of their income. In this
situation, even very heavy levels of taxation are likely to have only a small
26
effect in extending the period of consumption.
Nationalism raises difficulties for the conservation of minerals just as it
does for an attempt to alter the rate of savings. Can we envision all nations
agreeing to put on a tax or adopt some other measure that would restrict present consumption? This hardly seems a live possibility. Suppose, then, that we
approach the problem on a purely nationalistic basis. Is it conceivable that we
would act to conserve domestic supplies for use at a later time-either for consumption or for trading for other goods--on the grounds that the market is
underestimating the strength of future demand? Does it seem likely that we
could get sufficient support for a measure that would tax domestic production
very heavily but that would not tax consumption or imports? To ask the question is to answer it.
26. Suppose that the demand for a mineral is growing at, say, one per cent per
year. There is a known quantity of the mineral to be produced over a certain period
of time, which period is determined by the conditions that: (1) the price of mineral in

the ground (i.e., the "royalty") rises at the market rate of interest, assumed to be 5
per cent; and (2) the total quantity demand in all periods be equal to the quantity in
existence "now."
If a tax is now imposed on production, the total period of exploitation is increased
by what seems to me a rather small amount. The numerical example summarized in
the following table serves to illustrate the argument. From the values assumed for the
various constants we are able to calculate that total production of this mineral product
over all time is 5,678 if the imagination is used in reading the slide rule. The whole
period of exploitation turns out to be about 226 years. Quantity consumed per year
starts out a hair below 8, rises to 44.7 in the 190th year and around that time begins
to fall, reaching 0 in the 226th year. The price of metal starts out at approximately 2
(the cost of mining and processing is assumed to be 2), reaches 4.21 in year 200, and
26 years later reaches the maximum of 10, at which price demand is 0.
Now suppose that a tax is imposed on the production of the mineral. The table shows
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Just as we did for the problem of altering the rate of saving, we must also
ask how much difference further conservation of exhausting minerals would
actually make to the welfare of future generations over a very long period of
time. If the market is underestimating the future demand for minerals, or,
alternatively, some of the costs associated with adjustment to higher relative
prices for minerals, a slowing down of the present rate of consumption would
permit stretching the adaptive process over a longer period of time and would
start it in operation somewhat earlier than otherwise would be the case. But once
again, any easing of the situation which could be brought about by reducing
present consumption or production of minerals could easily be overwhelmed by a
slight change in population growth over what was anticipated or by comparatively small changes in the rate of increase in productivity.
An appraisalof the present situation

Over the long pull a going society cannot possibly rely on or "require"
minerals which will "run out." Either they run out or the rate of consumption
is almost zero. Since low-cost minerals inevitably will run out, world society
must increasingly rely on two sources for energy and materials: (1) mineral
sources so plentiful that the possibility of "running out" is very, very far in the
future, that is, the very plentiful but very low-grade sources; and (2) flow
resources and renewables.
that even very heavy levels of taxation, sufficient to raise the initial price by as much
as 50 or 100 per cent, have quite a small effect in extending the whole period of
consumption.
Effect of a Per Unit Tax on Production and Consumption of a Mineral over Time1
Tax per unit:
0
1
2
4
6
T2
226
236
253
290
356
P0
2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
P10
2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
Po

4.2

4.1

4.4

6.0

8.0

P20

-

-

-

10.0

8.1

qo
qo
q-

8.0
21.7
42.9

2.0
5.4
14.8

8.0
8.0

6.0
16.3
41.2
-

4.0
10.9
29.3

qV
4100

7.0
19.0
43.3
-

6.0
6.0

0
4.0
4.0

35.0
2.0
2.0

,20

5.8

5.8

5.6

4.0

2.0

4200

-

-

-

0

1.9

r

7.0
7.0

°

1 Demand: qt = e (a + bPt) = e. lt (10-Pt)
Price over time: Pt = k + Lett = 2 + .0001 e-0ot, where L = .0001 is royalty on
metal in ground at t = 0, i- .05, k = 2, and b = -1.
Total quantity in deposits at t = 0 is 5,678. PT is always 10, and qT = 0.
2 Total period of exploitation.
3 Per capita consumption on the assumption that demand and population each
grow at 1 percent per year.
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Now let us turn our attention to energy. Without atomic energy, costs of
energy from present conventional sources (e.g. oil, coal) would probably start
to rise within a period of time measured in a comparatively few hundred years
or less. 27 As the price of energy rises relative to other prices, economizing on
energy consumption would take place at every point of consumption, whether
in production processes or by consumers. Producers would substitute those
processes that consume less energy but more of other inputs. At the consumer
level, similar shifts away from direct energy consumption and from products
"embodying" a great deal of energy would take place.
Possibilities of this sort are so extensive that it is difficult to form a,coherent
view of how far we could go in cutting energy consumption. As time went
on, we would act to decrease heat loss in space and process heating, use lighter
and less powerful automobiles, do less aimless driving, and perhaps eventually
see a renaissance of bicycling and walking. The pattern of movement required
to pursue the tasks of daily living-going from home to work, returning from
work to home, shopping, amusements-would be altered so as to result in a
lower draft on energy materials. In some locations use of solar heat would
begin to pay. Eventually our present conventional sources of energy would
be used for energy purposes hardly at all; most of our energy supply would
have to come from sunlight, either directly or through some intermediary such
as falling water, wind, or plants, and a small quantity from the internal heat
of the earth.
Under such circumstances life would be radically different from what it
is now, at least in its external manifestations. Ought we to reduce our consumption of presently conventional energy materials (recall that we are assuming no atomic energy and no prospect for such a development) to permit some,
but not all, later generations to have an easier time of it? Our answer must involve an estimate of what difference our action would make, as this information
must be fed into the system of ethics that is guiding us. Suppose that population
does not become excessive so that our action has some chance of making a perceptible difference. If one feels that multiplication of goods and services beyond
a certain point quickly becomes pointless so far as satisfaction from life is concerned-phrase it in whatever way is congenial to your intellectual background
-we must ask whether our failure to conserve energy sources would prevent
the attainment of this "basic" level of living or not. Our conservative action
would start the transition to unconventional sources of energy earlier but continue it to a later point in time. Presumably the accumulation of technological
knowledge would make this transition easier the later it took place.
My own feeling is that our failure to take conservative action would not
prevent the attainment of this basic level of living even if the transition had to
27. This is deliberately vague with the object of discouraging debate about numbers
which at best could be only highly imaginative guesses.
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come quite soon. Actually the transition would not seem to be soon or even
particularly revolutionary if compared with the extensive technological changes
that have taken place over recent decades and the last few hundred years. Consequently, I do not feel it would be a catastrophe if my descendants had to
get along on sunlight and falling water. If they would not be too numerous,
their lives could be quite satisfying.
Some believe that the multiplication of energy consuming goods and services to quite high levels is important in terms of satisfaction or quality of lifeput it as you will. For them, the conservation of energy sources would be, in
the situation under discussion, more attractive than to me.
Whether for good or ill, the day of transition to energy from the current
flow of sunlight has been postponed, perhaps even permanently, by the advent
of atomic energy and the likelihood of suitable progress on the problems of
breeding neutrons 'and disposal of fission waste products. Whatever the justification for conservative measures in the absence of atomic energy, the case is
far weaker now. Energy is no longer in a special class by reason of the magnitude of the transition required as the switch is made from exhaustible to flow
sources of energy. Energy and materials are now in the same boat; there will
be a gradual transition to higher cost sources required as time goes on, but a
definite slowdown in the rate of deterioration of resources used because lowgrade sources are very plentiful.
Thus the countries which have been and are chewing up high grade mineral
deposits have purchased an easy conscience. The have done this by advancing
knowledge to the point where future generations will not have to worry
about "running out." Surely the greatest contribution we can make to their
material welfare is by continuing to advance and exend this knowledge rather
than by attempting to restrict the rate at which high grade mineral deposits
are being consumed.

